Evaluation of a combination of local hybrid functionals with DFT-D3 corrections for the calculation of thermochemical and kinetic data.
Due to their position-dependent exact exchange admixture, local hybrid functionals offer a higher flexibility and thus the potential for more universal and accurate exchange correlation functionals compared to global hybrids with a constant admixture, as has been demonstrated in previous work. Yet, the local hybrid constructions used so far do not account for the inclusion of dispersion-type interactions. As a first exploratory step toward a more general approach that includes van der Waals-type interactions with local hybrids, the present work has added DFT-D3-type corrections to a number of simple local hybrid functionals. Optimization of only the s(8) and s(r,6) parameters for the S22 set provides good results for weak interaction energies but deteriorates the excellent performance of the local hybrids for G3 atomization energies and for classical reaction barriers. A combined optimization of the two DFT-D3 parameters with one of the two parameters of the spin-polarized local mixing function (LMF) of a local hybrid for a more general optimization set provides simultaneously accurate dispersion energies, improved atomization energies, and accurate reaction barriers, as well as excellent alkane protobranching ratios. For other LMFs, the improvements of such a combined optimization for the S22 energies have been less satisfactory. The most notable advantage of the dispersion-corrected local hybrids over, for example, a B3LYP-D3 approach, is in the much more accurate reaction barriers.